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Samsung split ac remote setting

You can select the operating mode by pressing the mode button. Automatic - In automatic mode, the air conditioner automatically set the temperature and fan speed according to the room temperature detected by room temperature. When operating automatically using multiple systems, the
system selects the temperature setting and the appropriate operating mode (COOL or HEAT) according to room temperature during operation. Cool - In cool mode, air conditioning cools the room. You can adjust the temperature and fan speed to make it feel cooler during the hot season. If
the current outside temperature is much higher than the selected room temperature, it may take some time to bring the temperature to the desired coolness. Quiet mode () makes noise quieter while operating the interior unit in cool mode. Air conditioning in dry-dry mode removes moisture
from the indoor air and works like a humidifier. Dry mode refreshes the air in humid climates. To maximize moisture-driving capacity during dry operation, air conditioning can operate at temperatures lower or higher than the remote control setting temperature. Fan - You can select fan mode
to ventilate the room. Fan mode will help you refresh the old air in your room. Heat - air conditioning, heating, as well as cooling. Warm your room with this multi-use appliance in the winter cold. The fan may not work for about 3-5 minutes initially to prevent any cold explosions while the air
conditioner warms up. Theaier mode () makes noise quieter while operating the interior unit in heat mode. Because air conditioning heats the room by taking heat energy from the outdoor air, heating capacity may decrease if the outdoor temperature is very low. If you feel the air
conditioning is insufficient, use an additional heating appliance with the air conditioner. Samsung air conditioning products can provide heating immediately. It is economical as it can be used as an air conditioner in summer and as a heater in winter. The heating mode of the air conditioner
can quickly create a warm atmosphere. Heating mode, which regulates room temperature with air conditioning, air conditioning can make the space warm. If you turn on heating mode for the first 3-5 minutes, the fan may not work to prevent cold air from flowing until the air conditioning is
warm. If the air conditioning is insufficiently heated, use an additional heating mechanism with the air conditioner. Note: Air conditioning gets heat energy from the outside air and heats the room. Therefore, if the external temperature is too low, the heating capacity may decrease. How to
control the temperature with step 1 of the remote control. Press the power button on the remote control to turn on the air conditioning system. Step 2. Press the Mode button to set the operating mode. Each time you press the mode button, the → mode → auto-cool mode. → fan → heat step
3. Select the mode and set the desired temperature. Step 4. Set the fan speed with the buttons on the remote control if necessary. Note: The actual design of the remote control may differ from the model. This image is only a sample in English, but is available in the language of your
country. Now East Sea tip using the dynamic function is when the outdoor temperature is low and humidity is high, frost may occur in the outdoor heat exchanger that can reduce the heating efficiency. If these conditions exist while thermal mode is on, the air conditioner will perform a
thawing function for 5-12 minutes to remove frost from the outdoor heat exchanger. The interior unit displays a df indicator when the thaw function is turned on, the df light appears on the indoor unit display, and steam is generated in the outdoor unit. The air conditioner then stops operating,
preventing cold air from coming out of the indoor unit. Note: You cannot select any other options with the remote control until the thaw function is complete. You can enjoy various modes and functions with the remote control of Samsung Air Conditioning. Every touch will lead you to a very
cool and convenient life. These guidelines cover a variety of models. The exact characteristics and functions of the air conditioning system may differ from those described. Refer to the product documentation provided for detailed instructions and features. Take a look at the basic features of
the Samsung air conditioning remote control. You can manage a variety of features with the remote control, which will help make your stay cooler and more convenient. Note: The actual design of the remote control may vary depending on the model. To set the temperature, expand how
you set the function1. To control the temperature in each mode, press the Temperature (+, -) button. Step 2. Select and change the temperature mode with auto, cooling, heat, drying, and pan. Tip Automatic, cool, heat: Adjust from 16°C to 30°C from 1°C to 30°C: Adjust from 18°C to 30°C:
No temperature control. Note: The actual design of the control panel may differ from the model. The minimum setting temperature of the remote control may vary from country to country. To automatically increase mode, you can use auto mode to perform powerful cooling or heating



functions to automatically reach the desired temperature. When the difference between room temperature and set temperature decreases, the air conditioner controls the fan speed and air flow direction. When the room temperature is higher than the set temperature, the air conditioner
automatically generates cool air. If the room temperature is lower than the set temperature, the air conditioner automatically generates warm air. Note: The actual design of the control panel may differ from the model. Click cool mode to expand how you set up step 1. Press the mode button
and select Cool. Step 2. Function, temperature and fan speed too. Tip To cool faster, choose a lower temperature and a faster fan speed. To save energy, choose higher temperatures and slower fan speeds. As room temperature approaches a set temperature, the compressor motor may
slow down. It is recommended to maintain comfort by keeping the temperature difference between indoor and outdoor air within 5°C. Note: The actual design of the control panel may differ from the model. Click dry mode (ehydring) to remove moisture from the indoor air and act like a
humidifier. This will help in rainy or wet weather. The outdoor unit is turned on and on repeatedly for maximum moisture- and automatically, depending on the temperature difference between the current and the desired temperature. Therefore, when the outdoor unit is operated, cool air can
come out of the indoor unit. Press the Tip Mode button and select Dry to use the function on the remote control. The appropriate set temperature range for humidification operations ranges from 24°C to 26°C. If you feel that the current humidity looks high, the setting temperature will be
lowered. Note: The actual design of the control panel may differ from the model. Dry mode is not for heating. To expansion of fan mode, you can use fan mode to run the air conditioning like a floor fan to get wind of the room without heating or cooling. Note: The actual design of the control
panel may differ from the model. Adjust the air flow directionClick extensionYein you can adjust the air flow direction. Press the airflow button to select the desired airflow direction. It can also stop the movement of the vertical airflow blade to keep the airflow in a constant direction. Tip If you
manually adjust the vertical air flow blade, turning off the air conditioning may not close completely. Always adjust the air flow blade using the remote control. Do not move the blade manually. After that, it may not function normally. When the good sleep function is turned on, the vertical air
flow direction cannot be controlled in cool mode. Note: The actual design of the control panel may differ from the model. Some remote controls have airflow function buttons, but the product model may not have its functions themselves. Display Lighting FeaturesSolatingClick Display lights
can be turned on and off. Press the options button on the remote control and select Display . Then press the Settings button. Tip When the display lighting feature is turned on, the display lights are turned back on when the product is restarted, even if you change the current mode or
function. The new product in QMD 2020 changes the current mode or function when display lighting is on, and then turns the display display light on for 5 seconds and then turns it off again. To turn off display lighting, run the above method again or turn the product off and on. Tthe Lighting
features specialize in some limited models, but may differ from models. Time-adjusted on/off functionSolating click on after the set period it is very convenient to use the time on/off function to turn the air conditioning on or off. You can schedule a period of time before the air conditioning is
turned on or off, which helps to economically use the conditioner. How to set up a function step 1. Press the power button to turn on the air conditioning and press the timer button to select the On function. Step 2. Press the Select button to set the desired time, and then press the SET
button. Step 3. Press the power button to turn on the air conditioning system and press the timer button to select Step 4 of the Off function. Press the select button to set the desired time, and then press the SET button. Tip To turn off the on/off feature, set the duration to 0.0. You can set the
duration from 0.5 hours to 24 hours. You cannot set the same time period for both time-adjusted and time-stopped functions. When you start the time-adjusted on/off function, the timer light will appear on the indoor unit display. Note: The actual design of the control panel may differ from the
model. Additional tips using the remote control It is recommended that you use the click to extend the more efficient way of use to maintain a distance of 10 meters between the interior unit and the remote control. Use remote control in the direction of the interior unit for better and smoother
electrical communication. When the battery is almost finished, the remote control battery is replaced and the icon is displayed in the remote control display. The indoor unit also displays a low battery on the display. The remote control requires two 1.5V triple-A batteries. Caution Do not
attempt to press, shake, drop, or disassemble the remote control. When the remote control is not in use for a long time, it is recommended that you remove the battery from the remote control. When you replace the battery on the remote control, all modes are reset. When replacing the
remote control battery, keep it out of the reach of children. If your infant is eating batteries, contact your doctor immediately. Immediately.
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